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Abstra t

A quiring information about its environment
by sensing is a ru ial ability of autonomous
robots. Based on the established solution
to the Frame Problem of the Fluent Cal ulus, we present a new, unifying formalism
for representing and reasoning about sensing a tions, knowledge pre onditions, onditional a tions, non-knowledge, and about
what goals a robot an possibly a hieve.
1 INTRODUCTION

Intelligent, autonomous robots hoose most of their
a tions onditioned on the state of their environment.
They are equipped with sensors for the purpose of a quiring information about the external world. Robots
that perform reasoning about their goals and a tions
thus need an expli it representation of what they
know of a state and how sensing a e ts their knowledge [Moore, 1985℄. For example, the state of a door,
that is, whether open or losed, should be known to
a robot before it tries to enter the room behind. If
the robot does not know then it should plan ahead
both the appropriate sensing a tion and the possibility of having to open the door. This requires the robot
to reason about what it urrently knows or does not
know, and what it will know after sensing.
A formal a ount of robot knowledge is also needed to
prove the ability of a robot to a hieve ertain goals [Lin
and Levesque, 1997℄. For example, suppose that the
door in question is losed but that its state an be altered by pressing a button next to it. Nonetheless, a
robot, all it Blindie , who is unable to sense the state
of the door will not be able, without assistan e, to
a hieve the goal of entering the room. For it an never

know whether it should press the button or not. Likewise unable to a hieve the goal will be a robot, all
it Dumbie , who an see but does not know how the
button is ausally related to the door. For this robot
annot on lude that it simply must press the button.
The latter on lusion shows that a general a ount of
the knowledge of robots must allow for distinguishing between the a tual e e ts of a tions and what a
robot knows about these e e ts|an aspe t whi h is
not overed by existing a ounts of knowledge in a tion formalisms, su h as [S herl and Levesque, 1993;
Lobo et al., 1997; Son and Baral, 1998℄.
The ontribution of the present paper to the resear h
on knowledge in ognitive roboti s is manifold:
1. We extend the Fluent Cal ulus solution to the
Frame Problem of [Thiels her, 1999℄, that is, the
on ept of state update axioms, to representing
and reasoning about the knowledge of a robot.
2. Our theory provides a solution not only to the
representational but also the inferential ([Bibel,
1998℄) Frame Problem for knowledge.
3. Our theory enables the de nition of onditional
a tions whi h an be inserted into a plan by a
dedu tive planner.
4. By following a simple axiomatization s heme, our
theory an readily be used to reason about what
a robot does not know; unlike the approa h of
[Lakemeyer and Levesque, 1998℄, there is no need
for a non-standard semanti s or omplex se ondorder axioms to this end.
5. Distinguishing between the a tual e e ts of a tions and what a robot knows about them, our
theory supports an a ount of goal a hievability
within the orresponding Fluent Cal ulus axiomatization, as opposed to the meta-notion of a hievability of [Lin and Levesque, 1997℄.

The key to these a hievements lies in the expli it notion of a state o ered by the Fluent Cal ulus aside
from the standard notion of a situation. Thus the distinguishing feature of our theory is to formalize the
knowledge of a robot in terms of possible states rather
than possible situations .
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next
se tion, we give an informal overview of our approa h
to formalizing the knowledge of a robot. In Se tion 3,
we brie y repeat the formal notions and notations of
the basi Fluent Cal ulus. In Se tion 4, we extend this
al ulus to the representation of knowledge of states.
We formally introdu e the on ept of knowledge update axioms and prove some ru ial properties of our
approa h. In Se tion 5, we show how our approa h
provides a simple and elegant way of reasoning about
what a robot does not know. In Se tion 6, we show
how our approa h an be used to reason about the
ability of robots. We summarize in Se tion 7.
2 KNOWLEDGE IN THE FLUENT
CALCULUS: THE BASIC IDEA

The knowledge a robot has of its environment shall be
represented using a new binary predi ate denoted by
KState (s; z ). This relation is meant to hold i in situation s the robot onsiders z a possible world state.1
To spe ify what a robot knows of a parti ular situation S , an axiom of the form (8z) (KState(S; z) 
(z)) is used, where sub-formula  onstrains z a ording to the knowledge the robot has about z . Let
Holds (f; z ) denote that uent f holds in state z , then
an example is,2
KState (S0 ; z ) 
(9x) (Door (x; Room411 ) ^ :Holds (Closed (x); z))
where Door (x; y) is a stati (non- uent) predi ate
saying that door x leads to room y , and Closed (x)
denotes the uent of door x being losed. Thus the
impli ation says that in all states whi h are onsidered
possible in situation S0 , there is a door to Room411
whi h is not losed. On this basis, we an say that a
robot knows that a uent holds or does not hold in a

1
For the reader who is unfamiliar with the Fluent Calulus we note that states are rei ed, i.e., rst- lass itizens;
see 2Se tion 3 for the details.
A word on the notation: Predi ate and fun tion
symbols, in luding onstants, start with a apital letter
whereas variables are in lower ase, sometimes with subor supers ripts. Free variables in formulas are assumed universally quanti ed. Throughout the paper, a tion variables
are denoted by the letter a , situation variables by the letter s , uent variables by the letter f , and state variables
by the letter z , all possibly with sub- or supers ript.

situation i the uent either holds or does not hold in
all possible states:3
Knows (f; s) def
= (8z) (KState (s; z)  Holds (f; z))
def
Knows (:f; s) = (8z ) (KState (s; z )  :Holds (f; z ))
These abbreviations generalize to the knowledge of
ompound formulas in a natural way.
The ma ro Knows an be used to spe ify knowledge
pre onditions for a tions. For instan e, let Poss (a; s)
denote that a is possible in situation s, then a ording to the following axiom a robot must know of some
open door if it wants to enter a room:
Poss (Enter (y); s) 
(9x) (Door (x; y) ^ Knows (:Closed (x); s))
The representational Frame Problem for knowledge is
solved by axioms that spe ify the relation between the
possible states before and after an a tion: The e e t of
an a tion A(~x), be it sensing or not, on the knowledge
of a robot is spe i ed by a knowledge update axiom ,
  (8z) (KState(Do (A(~x); s); z) 
(9z0)(KState (s; z0) ^ (~x; z; z0; s)) ) (1)
where Do (a; s) denotes the situation rea hed by performing a in s and sub-formula de nes how, under
ondition , the states onsidered possible after the
a tion, z , relate to the states onsidered possible beforehand, z0 . Let, for example, SenseDoor (x) denote
the a tion of sensing whether a door x is losed, then
this is a suitable knowledge update axiom:4
Poss (SenseDoor (x); s) 
(8z) ( KState (Do (SenseDoor (x); s); z)  (2)
KState (s; z ) ^
[Holds (Closed (x); z)  Holds (Closed (x); s)℄)
where Holds (f; s) means that uent f a tually holds
in situation s. Hen e, the axiom says that among
the states possible in s only those are still onsidered
possible after sensing whi h agree with the a tual state
of the world as far as the status of the sensed door is
on erned. A ru ial immediate onsequen e of (2) in
the light of the above de nition of Knows is that a

3
Throughout the paper we assume that the knowledge
of a robot|though in omplete|is orre t, that is, the a tual world state is always among the states whi h are onsidered possible. (Foundational axiom (11) in Se tion 4.2
below
expresses this assumption formally.)
4
The knowledge update axiom below is of the form
  (8z)(KState (Do (a; s); z)  KState (s; z) ^ ), whose
equivalent
orre t form is   (8z)(KState (Do (a; s); z) 
(9z0 ) (KState (s; z0 ) ^ ^ z = z0 )).

robot apable of sensing knows afterwards whether the
door is open:
Poss (SenseDoor (x); s) 
Knows (Closed (x); Do (SenseDoor (x); s)) _
Knows (:Closed (x); Do (SenseDoor (x); s))
(This follows sin e only one of Holds (Closed(x); s)
and :Holds (Closed(x); s) an be true.)
Providing a solution to the representational aspe t of
the Frame Problem for knowledge, knowledge update
axioms lay the foundations for over oming the inferential aspe t, too. The inferen e s heme employed
to this end takes as input an impli ation of the form
KState (; z )  (z ), whi h spe i es the knowledge of
a situation  , along with the onsequen e of an apliable knowledge update axiom of the form (1) for an
a tion A(~ ). Then an immediate logi al onsequen e
of the two input formulas is,
KState (Do (A(~ ); ); z )  (9z 0 )((z 0 ) ^ (~x; z; z 0; s))
whi h provides a full spe i ation of what is known
about the su essor situation Do (A(~ ); ). There is
no need to arry over to the new situation all pie es
of knowledge one-by-one and using separate instan es
of axioms, whi h shows why and how the inferential
Frame Problem an be solved on the basis of knowledge update axioms.
In ase of non-sensing a tions, knowledge update axioms des ribe what a robot knows of their e e t. Examples are given below, in Se tions 4 and 6. Sin e
these spe i ations are independent of state update
axioms, whi h des ribe the a tual e e t of a tions, it
is possible to formally represent and reason about limitations of a robot as regards its knowledge of the dynami s of the environment.
3 THE SIMPLE FLUENT
CALCULUS: STATE UPDATE
AXIOMS

In the following we provide a brief des ription of the
fundamentals of the Fluent Cal ulus; for a omplete introdu tion see [Thiels her, 1999℄ or the ele troni ally
available, ar hived referen e arti le [Thiels her, 1998℄.5
The Fluent Cal ulus, whi h roots in the logi programming formalism of [Holldobler and S hneeberger,
1990℄, is an order-sorted se ond order language with
equality, whi h in ludes the sorts a tion , sit , uent ,
and state , with uent being a sub-sort of state . Fluents are rei ed propositions. That is to say, terms like,
5

or see the online tutorial at
~

http://pikas.inf.
tu-dresden.de/ mit/FC/Tutorial/index.htm

for instan e, Closed (x) denote uents, where Closed
is a unary fun tion symbol. Fluents an be joined together by the binary fun tion symbol \ Æ " to make
up states. We write this symbol in in x notation. The
fun tion shall satisfy the laws of asso iativity and ommutativity and admit a unit element, denoted by ;.
Asso iativity allows us to omit parentheses in nested
appli ations of Æ.
A fun tion State : sit 7! state relates a situation to
the state of the world in that situation. As an example,
onsider three doors Door1 , Door2 , and Door3 , the
rst of whi h is initially losed while the se ond one
is open. Moreover, the robot is urrently not in front
of Door1 or Door3 but in front of Door2 . Let the
uents Closed (x) and InFrontOf (x) denote, resp.,
that door x is losed and that the robot is in front
of door x. Then the given in omplete spe i ation
(nothing is said about Door3 being open or not) of
the initial situation, S0 , an be axiomatized in the
Fluent Cal ulus as follows:
(9z) [ State (S0) = Closed (Door1 )
Æ InFrontOf (Door2 ) Æ z
^ (8z 0) ( z 6= Closed (Door2 ) Æ z 0 ^
(3)
z 6= InFrontOf (Door1 ) Æ z 0 ^
z 6= InFrontOf (Door3 ) Æ z 0 ) ℄
That is, of the initial state State (S0 ) it is known that
both Closed (Door1 ) and InFrontOf (Door2 ) are true
and that possibly some other uents z hold ex ept
for ea h of Closed (Door2 ), InFrontOf (Door1 ), and
InFrontOf (Door3 ), of whi h we know they are not
true in S0 .
Fundamental for any Fluent Cal ulus axiomatization
is the axiom set EUNA, whi h extends given unique
name-assumptions by the axioms AC1 (i.e., asso iativity, ommutativity, and unit element):
(z1 Æ z2) Æ z3 = z1 Æ (z2 Æ z3)
z1 Æ z2 = z2 Æ z1
zÆ; = z
along with the following axioms, whi h entail inequality of state terms (as used, e.g., in (3)) if some uent
o urs in one but not in the other state:6
z = f  z 6= ; ^ [ z = z 0 Æ z 00  z 0 = ; _ z 00 = ; ℄
z1 Æ z 2 = z 3 Æ z 4 
(9za; zb; z ; zd) [ z1 = za Æ zb ^ z2 = z Æ zd ^
z3 = z a Æ z ^ z 4 = z b Æ z d ℄

Unlike the de nition of EUNA in terms of uni ation ompleteness wrt. AC1, as used in earlier versions
of the Fluent Cal ulus [Holldobler and Thiels her, 1995;
Thiels her, 1999℄, the new axioms allow to in orporate domain dependent assumptions of unique names [Storr and
Thiels her, 2000℄.
6

For omputing with state terms, two immediate onsequen es of these axioms are of importan e, the following rules of an ellation and distribution.
Proposition 1 [Storr and Thiels her, 2000℄
Axioms EUNA entail:
1. If z1 Æ f

= z2 Æ f , then

z 1 = z2 .

2. If f1 6= f2 and z1 Æ f1 = z2 Æ f2 , then
(9z0) z2 = f1 Æ z0 and (9z0) z1 = f2 Æ z0 .

In addition, we have the foundational axiom
State (s) 6= f Æ f Æ z
(4)
by whi h double o urren es of uents are prohibited
in any state whi h is asso iated with a situation. (It
will be explained shortly why \ Æ " is not required to
be idempotent to this end.) Finally, the Fluent Calulus uses the expressions Holds (f; z) |denoting that
f holds in state z |and the ommon Holds (f; s)|
stating that uent f holds in situation s|, though
not as part of the signature but as mere abbreviations
of equality senten es:
Holds (f; z ) def
= (9z0) z = f Æ z0
(5)
def
Holds (f; s) = Holds (f; State (s))
So- alled state update axioms spe ify the entire relation between the states at two onse utive situations. Deterministi a tions with only dire t and
losed e e ts7 give rise to the simplest form of state update axioms, where a mere equation relates a su essor
state State (Do (A; s)) to the pre eding state State (s):
Poss (A(~x); s) ^ (~x; s) 
(9~y) State (Do (A(~x); s)) Æ # = State (s) Æ #+ (6)
where # are the negative e e ts and #+ the positive
e e ts, resp., of a tion A(~x) under ondition
(~x; s)
(and where ~y are the variables in # ; #+ whi h are
not among ~x).8 While a tions may have onditional
e e ts, and hen e multiple state update axioms, there
is an assumptions generally made, namely, that a set of
state update axioms be onsistent and omplete, in the
following sense. Let Ax be a domain axiomatization,
then for any a tion A(~x) the following holds: First,

7
By losed e e ts we mean that an a tion does not have
an 8unbounded number of dire t e e ts.
This s heme is the reason for not stipulating that \ Æ "
be idempotent, ontrary to what one might intuitively expe t. For if the fun tion were idempotent, then the equation would not imply that State (Do (A; s)) does not inlude # .

for any two di erent axioms (6) in Ax for a tion A(~x)
and with onditions 1 (~x; s) and 2(~x; s), we have
EUNA j= :[Poss (A(~x); s) ^ 1 (~x; s) ^ 2 (~x; s)℄ (7)
(That is, no two di erent state update axioms for
one a tion apply in the same situation.) Se ond, if
1(~x; s); : : : ; n(~x; s) are the onditions of all state
update axioms (6) in Ax for a tion A(~x), then
Ax j= Poss (A(~x); s)  1 (~x; s) _ : : : _ n (~x; s) (8)
(That is, there is always an appli able state update
axiom for an a tion that is possible.)
Moreover, we assume that ea h a tion A(~x) is a ompanied by a pre ondition axiom of the form,
Poss (A(~x); s)  (~x; s)
(9)
where  is a rst-order formula without predi ate
Poss and with free variables among ~x; s and in whi h
s is the only term of sort sit .
As an example, let Press (Button (x)) denote the a tion of pressing the button next to door x, by whi h
the door opens if it is losed and loses if it is open.
This is a suitable pair of state update axioms for this
a tion:
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) ^ Holds (Closed (x); s)
 State (Do (Press (Button (x)); s)) Æ Closed (x)
= State (s)
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) ^:Holds (Closed (x); s) (10)
 State (Do (Press (Button (x)); s))
= State (s) Æ Closed (x)
That is to say, if x is urrently losed then Closed (x)
be omes false whereas it be omes true if x is urrently open. Let the pre ondition of Press (Button (x))
be given by the axiom Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
Holds (InFrontOf (x); s). Suppose a s enario where
the initial situation is des ribed by formula (3),
and onsider the a tion of pressing the button
next to Door2 . The result an be inferred
using the instan e fx=Door2 ; s=S0g of the se ond one of our state update axioms (10): After verifying that Poss (Press (Button (Door2 )); S0 )
and :Holds (Closed (Door2 ); S0), we an repla e
the expression State (S0 ) in the entailed equation by the term whi h equals State (S0) a ording to (3). So doing yields|setting S1 =
Do (Press (Button (Door2 )); S0 ) and repeating the relevant additional information in (3) about z |,
(9z) [ State (S1 ) = Closed (Door1 ) Æ InFrontOf (Door2 )
Æ z Æ Closed (Door2 )
^ (8y; z 0) (z 6= InFrontOf (Door1 ) Æ z 0 ^
z 6= InFrontOf (Door3 ) Æ z 0 ) ℄

We thus obtain from an in omplete initial spe i ation a still partial des ription of the su essor state,
whi h in parti ular in ludes the una e ted uents
Closed (Door1 ) and InFrontOf (Door2 ) and the still
valid information about the robot not being in front
of the two doors Door1 and Door3 . Hen e, all these
pie es of information survived the omputation of the
e e t of the a tion and so need not be arried over by
separate appli ation of axioms. This illustrates why
and how state update axioms provide a solution not
only to the representational but also the inferential
Frame Problem.
Under the provision that a tions have only losed effe ts, state update axioms of the form (6) an be fully
me hani ally generated from a set of simple Situation Cal ulus-style e e t axioms if the latter an be
assumed to provide a omplete a ount of the relevant e e ts of an a tion. It has been proved that a
olle tion of thus generated state update axioms orre tly re e ts the fundamental assumption of persisten e. This is the primary theorem of the simple Fluent Cal ulus [Thiels her, 1999℄.
4 AXIOMATIZING KNOWLEDGE
UPDATE
4.1 Extending the signature

The only addition to the signature of the basi Fluent Cal ulus required to represent knowledge, is the
predi ate
KState : sit  state
with the intended meaning that a ording to the
robot's knowledge the se ond argument is a possible
state in the situation denoted by the rst argument.
On this basis, the fa t that some property of a situation is known to the robot is spe i ed using the ma ro
Knows , whi h is de ned as follows:
Knows ('; s) def
= (8z) (KState (s; z)  HOLDS ('; z))
where
HOLDS (f; z ) def
= Holds (f; z)
def
HOLDS (:'; z ) = :HOLDS ('; z )
HOLDS (' ^ ; z ) def
= HOLDS ('; z) ^ HOLDS ( ; z)
def
HOLDS ((8x) '; z ) = (8x) HOLDS ('; z )
4.2 Foundational axioms

The Fluent Cal ulus with knowledge requires the addition of two foundational axioms, whi h hara terize properties of the knowledge predi ate. First, the

knowledge of a robot is orre t:
KState (s; State (s))
(11)
(That is, the a tual state of the world is always among
the states onsidered possible.) Se ond, no possible state ontains multiple o urren es of uents ( .f.
foundational axiom (4) of the simple Fluent Cal ulus):
KState (s; z )  (8f; z 0) z 6= f Æ f Æ z 0
(12)
4.3 Knowledge update axioms

While state update axioms spe ify the e e t of a tions
on the external world, update axioms for knowledge
spe ify their e e t on what the robot knows about the
world.
De nition 2 A knowledge update axiom for an a tion A(~x) takes the form
(~x; s) 
(8z) (KState (Do (A(~x); s); z) 
(9z0)(KState (s; z0) ^ (~x; z; z0; s)) )
where  and are rst-order formulas with free
variables among ~x; s and ~x; z; z0; s, resp.
Example 1 Consider a Fluent Cal ulus signature
with uents InFrontOf (x), Closed (x) and a tions
SenseDoor (x), Press (Button (x)) with the obvious
meaning. The robot may sense a door or press the
button next to it i it knows that it is in front of the
door:
Poss (SenseDoor (x); s) 
Knows (InFrontOf (x); s)
(13)
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
Knows (InFrontOf (x); s)
Being a sensing a tion, SenseDoor has no e e t on the
external world, hen e the simple state update axiom
Poss (SenseDoor (x); s) 
State (Do (SenseDoor (x); s)) = State (s)
The a tion does, however, a e t the knowledge of the
robot in that the a tual status of the door be omes
known, as spe i ed by knowledge update axiom (2) of
Se tion 2.
Pressing the button next to a door auses a losed door
to open and an open door to lose; hen e the state update axiom (10) of Se tion 3. If the robot knows about
this e e t, then the appropriate knowledge update axiom mirrors the a tual update:
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
(8z) (KState (Do (Press (Button (x)); s); z) 
(9z0) (KState (s; z0) ^
(14)
[Holds (Closed (x); z0 )  z Æ Closed (x) = z0℄ ^
[:Holds (Closed (x); z0 )  z = z0 Æ Closed (x)℄))

Put in words, any previously possible state z0 in whi h
door x is losed is onsidered possible after pressing
the button if z0 is modi ed by making false Closed (x),
and any previously possible state z0 in whi h door x
is open is onsidered possible after pressing the button
if z0 is modi ed by adding Closed (x).
Our example illustrates two kinds of a tions with speial properties as regards knowledge, namely, pure
sensing a tions and a tions of whose e e ts the agent
has a urate knowledge.
De nition 3 Consider a set of state and knowledge
update axioms Ax .
1. An a tion A(~x) is pure sensing in Ax if it has a
single state update axiom and if this axiom is of
the form
Poss (A(~x); s)  State (Do (A(~x); s)) = State (s)
2. Let

Poss (A(~x); s) ^ 1 (~x; s) 
(9~y1) State (Do(A(~x); s)) Æ #1

= State (s) Æ #+1
...
Poss (A(~x); s) ^ n (~x; s) 
(9~yn) State (Do(A(~x); s)) Æ #n = State (s) Æ #+n
be all state update axioms for an a tion A(~x),
then A(~x) is a urately known in Ax if the following is the unique knowledge update axiom for
this a tion:9
Poss (A(~x); s) 
(8z) (KState (Do (A(~x); s); z) 
(9z0)(KState (s; z0) ^ Poss (A(~x); z0) +^
[ 1(~x; z0)  (9~y1) z Æ #1 = z0 Æ #1 ℄ ^
...
[ n(~x; z0)  (9~yn) z Æ #n = z0 Æ #+n ℄ ))
Our approa h to robot knowledge enjoys two important properties as regards these two kinds of a tions.
Theorem 4
1. Pure sensing does not a e t the world state.

Below, the expression  (~x; z) stands for  (~x; s)
with ea h Holds (f; s) repla ed by Holds (f; z); and
the expression Poss (A(~x); z) stands for (~x; s) with
ea h Holds (f; s) repla ed by Holds (f; z)℄, where (~x; s)
is the spe i ation for Poss (A(~x); s) ( .f. pre ondition
s hema (9)).
9
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2. For any situation s, any a urately known a tion a whi h is known to be possible in s, and
any uent f not a e ted by a, f is known to
hold after performing a in s i it is known to
hold in s.

Proof: The rst laim follows immediately by definition of pure sensing a tions.
For the se ond laim, observe rst that if a is a urately known and possible in s, then the knowledge
update axiom implies,
(8z) (KState(Do (A(~x); s); z) 
(9z0)(KState (s; z0) ^ Poss (A(~x); z0) +^
[ 1(~x; z0)  (9~y1) z Æ #1 = z0 Æ #1 ℄ ^
...
[ n(~x; z0)  (9~yn) z Æ #n = z0 Æ #+n ℄ ))
Sin e a is known to be possible in s, the assumptions
of onsisten y and ompleteness ( .f. (7),(8)) imply
that for ea h state z0 satisfying KState (s; z0), there
is a unique i = 1; : : : ; n su h that i (~xi ; z0) is true.
Let
(9~yi ) z Æ #i = z0 Æ #+i
be the equation implied by this i (~xi ; z0) . In turn,
this equation implies Holds (f; z) i Holds (f; z0) a ording to the rule of distribution (Proposition 1). For
f is not amongst the uents in #i ; #+
i following the
assumption that f is not a e ted by a. Hen e, if f
is true in all states possible in s, then f is true in all
states possible in Do (a; s). Conversely, if f is false in
some state possible in s, then f is false in some state
possible in Do (a; s).
The rst one of these two fundamental results oinides with a property of the Situation Cal ulus-based
approa h to sensing a tions of [S herl and Levesque,
1993℄, while the se ond one generalizes a property
from [S herl and Levesque, 1993℄ in that we additionally distinguish between the e e t of the a tion itself
and the robot's awareness of it. Note the ne essity
of the ondition in Item 2 whi h requires the robot
to know that the a tion is possible. For otherwise the
mere exe utability of the a tion may provide the robot
with new knowledge.
Item 2 shows that knowledge update axioms provide
a solution to the representational Frame Problem for
knowledge: Everything that is known before an a tion is performed is still known afterwards, provided
it is known to being una e ted by the a tion. Knowledge update axioms moreover lay the foundations for
over oming the inferential aspe t of the Frame Problem for knowledge, too. The following simple inferen e s heme an be employed to this end. Suppose

that the knowledge of the robot about a situation 
is given by KState (; z)  (z). Suppose further an
a tion A(~ ), sensing or not, with knowledge update
axiom (1) is performed in  . Then an immediate logial onsequen e of the instan e f~x=~ ; s=g of (1) and
the impli ation just mentioned, is
KState (Do (A(~ ); ); z )  (9z 0 )((z 0 ) ^ (~ ; z; z 0; s))
(assuming su essful evaluation of ), whi h provides
a spe i ation of what is known about the su essor
situation Do (A(~ ); ). There is no need to arry over
to the new situation all pie es of knowledge one-by-one
and using separate instan es of axioms.
Example 1 ( ontinued) Suppose that of the initial
situation the robot knows that it is in front of Door1
and not in front of Door2 and that Door2 is losed,
that is,
KState (S0 ; z ) 
Holds (InFrontOf (Door1 ); z ) ^
(15)
:Holds (InFrontOf (Door2 ); z ) ^
Holds (Closed (Door2 ); z )
Let S1 = Do (SenseDoor (Door1 ); S0 ) and onsider
the instan e fx=Door1 ; s=S0g of knowledge update
axiom (2). Then the sub-formula KState (S0 ; z) of this
instan e an be repla ed by its onsequen e as given
in (15), whi h yields, after evaluating the ante edent
against the pre ondition axiom in (13),
KState (S1 ; z ) 
Holds (InFrontOf (Door1 ); z ) ^
:Holds (InFrontOf (Door2 ); z ) ^
Holds (Closed (Door2 ); z ) ^
(Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z) 
Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0 ))
We thus obtain a des ription of what is known
about the su essor state, whi h in parti ular in ludes
the una e ted knowledge about InFrontOf (Door1 ),
InFrontOf (Door2 ), and Closed (Door2 ). Hen e, all
this knowledge is still readily available.
4.4 Conditional a tions

Employing a theory of sensing a tions for robot planning is known to require more omplex a notion of a
plan than given by the lassi al view of plans as mere
sequen es of elementary a tions [Levesque, 1996℄. At
the very least, a robot must be able to ondition its
ourse of a tions on the result of a sensing a tion. This
minimal requirement an be satis ed in our approa h
by introdu ing the on ept of a onditional a tion,
based on the fun tion
If : uent  a tion 7! a tion

An instan e If (f; a) shall be interpreted as denoting
a tion a if ondition f is known to hold, otherwise as
denoting the `a tion' of doing nothing. A onditional
a tion is de ned as possible i the truth value of the
ondition is known to the robot and if, provided the
ondition is true, the respe tive a tion is possible:
Poss (If (f; a); s)  [Knows (f; s) _ Knows (:f; s)℄ (16)
^ [Knows (f; s)  Poss (a; s)℄
The e e t of a onditional a tion on the world state
and on the robot's knowledge state is identi al to the
e e t of the a tion if it applies; otherwise, the onditional has no e e t:
Poss (If (f; a); s) 
[ Knows (f; s) 
State (Do (If (f; a); s)) = State (Do (a; s)) ^
(8z) (KState(Do (If (f; a); s); z) 
KState (Do (a; s); z )) ℄ ^ (17)
[ Knows (:f; s) 
State (Do (If (f; a); s)) = State (s) ^
(8z) (KState(Do (If (f; a); s); z) 
KState (s; z )) ℄
Example 2 Suppose that the robot knows it is in
front of Door1 . It is not given whether the door is
open. Formally,
KState (S0 ; z )  Holds (InFrontOf (Door1 ); z ) (18)
Let Ax denote the onjun tion of this axiom, the preondition and the state and knowledge update axioms
for SenseDoor (x) and Press (Button (x)) from above,
axioms (16) and (17) de ning If , and the foundational
axioms of the Fluent Cal ulus. The task shall be to
nd a plan after whose exe ution the robot knows that
Door1 is open. A solution is the term
 = Do (If (Closed (Door1 ); Press (Button (Door1 )));
Do (SenseDoor (Door1 ); S0 ))
whi h satis es Ax j= Knows (:Closed (Door1 ); ):
From (18) and (13), Poss (SenseDoor (Door1 ); S0).
Let S1 = Do (SenseDoor (Door1 ); S0), then from (2),
KState (S1 ; z )  KState (S0 ; z ) ^
[ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z) 
Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0 ) ℄
whi h implies both that Knows (Closed (Door1 ); S1) _
Knows (:Closed (Door1 ); S1 ) and, a ording to (18),
Knows (InFrontOf (Door1 ); S1 ). By (16) and (13),
Poss (If (Closed (Door1 ); Press (Button (Door1 ))); S1 ).
Hen e, from (17), (14), and (12) it follows that
KState (Do (If (Closed (Door1 );
Press (Button (Door1 ))); S1 ); z )
 :Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z )

whi h implies

Ax

j= Knows (:Closed (Door1 ); ).

5 WHAT DOES A ROBOT NOT
KNOW?

The expli it notion of a state in the Fluent Cal ulus
for the representation of state knowledge o ers an intriguingly simple and elegant way of reasoning about
what a robot does not know, following the motivation
of [Lakemeyer and Levesque, 1998℄. To spe ify that a
robot knows and only knows ertain fa ts about the
state of the world in a situation S , one employs an
axiom of the form KState (S; z)  (z), where  des ribes all that is known about z . On this basis, it is
straightforward to prove that, say, the truth value of
some uent f is not known in S by proving validity of
(9z) ((z)^Holds (f; z)) ^ (9z0) ((z0 )^:Holds (f; z0)).
Example 3 Suppose the robot knows that in situation S0 it is in front of two doors Door1 and Door2
and that it knows that at least one of them is not
losed, but it does not know whi h one.10 This ombination of knowledge with ignoran e is formally spe ied by,
KState (S0 ; z ) 
Holds (InFrontOf (Door1 ); z ) ^
Holds (InFrontOf (Door2 ); z ) ^
(19)
[ :Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z) _
:Holds (Closed (Door2 ); z ) ℄ ^
(8f; z0) z 6= f Æ f Æ z0
Note that the last onjun t is ne essary in order not
to produ e a logi al ontradi tion to foundational axiom (12). Let Ax denote the onjun tion of this axiom, the pre ondition and the state and knowledge
update axioms for SenseDoor (x) from above, and the
foundational axioms of the Fluent Cal ulus. Then we
an draw the following on lusions, whi h exemplify
the intera tion between knowing, not knowing, and
sensing.
1. The robot knows that some door is open initially,
that is,
Ax j= Knows ((9x) :Closed (x); S0 )
This an be easily seen from the equivalent proposition
Ax j= (8z ) (KState (S0 ; z ) 
(9x) :Holds (Closed (x); z))
whi h follows dire tly from (19).

This is an adaptation of the example of [Lakemeyer
and Levesque, 1999℄.
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2. However, the robot does not know of any parti ular open door initially, that is,
Ax j= :(9x) Knows (:Closed (x); S0 )
This follows from the equivalent proposition
Ax j= (8x)(9z ) (KState (S0 ; z ) ^
Holds (Closed (x); S0 ))
For in ase x = Door1 the state
z = InFrontOf (Door1 ) Æ InFrontOf (Door2 ) Æ
Closed (Door1 )
satis es the onjun t; in ase x = Door2 the
state
z = InFrontOf (Door1 ) Æ InFrontOf (Door2 ) Æ
Closed (Door2 )
satis es the onjun t; and in ase x 6= Door1 and
x 6= Door2 the state
z = InFrontOf (Door1 ) Æ InFrontOf (Door2 ) Æ
Closed (Door1 ) Æ Closed (x)
satis es the onjun t.
3. After sensing the state of Door1 , the robot will
know of a parti ular open door (although it is not
known in advan e whi h one), that is,
Ax j= (9x) Knows (:Closed (x); S1 )
where S1 = Do (SenseDoor (Door1 ); S0 ). This
follows from the equivalent proposition
Ax j= (9x)(8z ) (KState (S1 ; z ) 
:Holds (Closed (x); z ))
For, we have Poss (SenseDoor (Door1 ); S0 ) from
(13) and (19). Hen e, from (2) it follows that
(8z) (KState (S1; z)  KState (S0; z) ^
:Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z ))
in ase :Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0), and
(8z) (KState(S1 ; z)  KState (S0; z) ^
Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z ))
in ase Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0). Furthermore,
from (19) we have
(8z) (KState(S0 ; z) ^ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z)
 :Holds (Closed (Door2 ); z ))
Altogether, both if :Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0 )
and if Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0 ) there is some
x su h that for all z , KState (S1 ; z ) implies
:Holds (Closed (x); z ).

With knowledge update axioms the inferential Frame
Problem for `only knowing' an be solved by employing
an inferen e s heme analogous to the one presented in
Se tion 4.3. Suppose that the given omplete knowledge of the robot about a situation  is spe i ed by
KState (; z )  (z ), as des ribed above. Suppose further an a tion A(~ ), sensing or not, with update axiom (1) is performed in  . Then an immediate logi al
onsequen e of the instan e f~x=~ ; s=g of (1) and the
equivalen e just mentioned, is
KState (Do (A(~ ); ); z )  (9z 0 )((z 0 ) ^ (~x; z; z 0; s))
(assuming su essful evaluation of ), whi h provides
a omplete spe i ation of what is known and what is
not known about the su essor situation Do (A(~ ); ).
Again, there is no need to arry over to the new situation all pie es of knowledge and non-knowledge oneby-one and using separate instan es of axioms.
6 REASONING ABOUT ABILITY

The independen e of state update spe i ations from
knowledge update spe i ations enables the ready usage of our formalism for the purpose of reasoning about
possibly restri ted subje tive a hievability. Two kinds
of `mental' limitations may prevent a robot from rea hing a goal although it would be physi ally able to do
so: The robot may la k ru ial state knowledge without having at hand the appropriate sensing a tion, or
it may la k omplete knowledge of the e e t of its a tions.
Formal proofs of non-a hievability rely on indu tion
over situations along the line of [Reiter, 1993℄, where
the following se ond-order axiom has been introdu ed:
(8) ((S0 ) ^ (8a; s) ((s)  (Do (a; s)))
 (8s) (s))
That is, a property  holds for all situations if it holds
initially and if all a tions preserve it. Usually, one is
interested in proving properties only for those situations that are rea hable by an exe utable sequen e of
a tions. To this end, [Reiter, 1993℄ adds the following
foundational axioms:
(8s) :s < S0
(8a; s; s0) (s < Do (a; s0)  Poss (a; s0) ^ s  s0)
where s  s0 abbreviates s < s0 _ s = s0 .
Using indu tion in the Fluent Cal ulus requires a domain losure axiom for a tions sin e the indu tion step
an never be proved if there are a tions without state
update axioms, in whi h ase su essor situation may

enjoy arbitrary properties. Let A1 (~x1 ); : : : ; An(~xn ) be
the a tions available to a robot, then this is the orresponding losure axiom:
(8a) (9~x1) a = A1(~x1 ) _ : : : _ (9~xn ) a = An(~xn )
Example 4 Re all robot Blindie from the introdu tion, who may be in front of an open door without
knowing the state of that door:
:Holds (Closed (Door1 ); S0 )
(20)
Knows (InFrontOf (Door1 ); S0 )
(21)
:Knows (:Closed (Door1 ); S0 )
(22)
The goal of entering the room annot be a hieved by
this robot without assistan e. Although it ould move
into the room through the open door, the robot has
no way of arriving at this on lusion if it is not able
to sense the states of doors: Let Ax denote the onjun tion of the axioms just mentioned, the pre ondition and the state and knowledge update axioms for
Press (Button (x)) from above, the foundational axioms in luding the indu tion and a ompanying axioms, and the following losure axiom, stating that
pressing buttons is the only a tion available to the
robot:
(8a) (9x) a = Press (Button (x))
Then the robot an never know whether Door1 is
open or not:
Ax j= (8s) (S0  s  :Knows (Closed (Door1 ); s)
^ :Knows (:Closed (Door1 ); s)
This follows from the indu tion axiom instantiated by
f=s: F g where F denotes the entire formula in the
range of the quanti ation. The base ase, S0 , is
given by (22) and by (20) in onjun tion with (11).
For the indu tion step, onsider the only a tion a =
Press (Button (x)) in onjun tion with knowledge update axiom (14) and foundational axiom (12). Then
Ax entails,
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
x 6= Door1 
(8z) (KState(Do (Press (Button (x)); s); z) 
[ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z) 
(9z0) KState (s; z0) ^ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z0) ℄)
and
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
x = Door1 
(8z) (KState (Do (Press (Button (x)); s); z) 
[ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z) 
(9z0) KState (s; z0) ^ :Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z0) ℄)

The indu tion step now follows from the indu tion hypothesis that the robot does not know the status of
Door1 in s.
Example 5 Re all robot Dumbie from the introdu tion, who is aware of the fa t that a door is somehow
under the ontrol of a button next to it without knowing the pre ise ausal relation, namely, that pressing
the button always alters the state of the door. Hen e,
while the state update itself is still suitably des ribed
by the two axioms of (10), this is the knowledge update
axiom hara terizing Dumbie :
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
(8z) (KState(Do (Press (Button (x)); s); z) 
(9z0) (KState (s; z0) ^
[Holds (Closed (x); z0 )  z = z0 _ z Æ Closed (x) = z0℄^
[:Holds (Closed (x); z0 )  z = z0 _ z = z0 Æ Closed (x)℄))
(Compare this to knowledge update axiom (14), whi h
en odes a urate e e t knowledge.) Although it ould
open a losed door by pressing the button next to
it, the robot does not know this: Let Ax denote
the knowledge update axiom just mentioned along
with the pre ondition and state update axioms for
Press (Button (x)) from above, the foundational axioms in luding in luding the indu tion and a ompanying axioms, the axiom
Knows (Closed (Door1 ); S0 )
(23)
and the losure axiom
(8a) (9x) a = Press (Button (x))
Then the robot an never know that it is possible to
open the door:
Ax j= (8s) (S0  s :Knows (:Closed (Door1 ); s)
This follows from the indu tion axiom instantiated by
f=s: F g where F denotes the entire formula in the
range of the quanti ation. The base ase, S0 , is given
by (23) in onjun tion with (11). For the indu tion
step, onsider the only a tion a = Press (Button (x))
in onjun tion with the knowledge update axiom of
Dumbie for this a tion and foundational axiom (12).
Then Ax entails,
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
x 6= Door1 
(8z) (KState(Do (Press (Button (x)); s); z) 
[ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z) 
(9z0) KState (s; z0) ^ Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z0) ℄)
and
Poss (Press (Button (x)); s) 
x = Door1 
(9z) (KState (Do (Press (Button (x)); s); z) 
Holds (Closed (Door1 ); z ))

The indu tion step now follows from the indu tion hypothesis.
7 DISCUSSION

We have developed a formal a ount of a robot's
hanging knowledge about the state of its environment. Based on the established predi ate al ulus
formalism for reasoning about a tions of the Fluent
Cal ulus, our approa h is kept representationally and
inferentially simple in that it avoids non- lassi al extensions to standard predi ate logi . Our formalism
a ounts for both knowledge pre onditions of a tions
and information gathering a tions whi h enhan e the
state knowledge of a robot. Our theory also provides
simple and elegant means to reason about what a robot
does not know and about goal a hievability.
The e e t of a tions on state knowledge is spe i ed by
so- alled knowledge update axioms, by whi h is solved
the representational Frame Problem for knowledge a ording to the main theorem of the Fluent Cal ulus
for sensing (Item 2 of Theorem 4). Moreover, knowledge update axioms have been shown to lay the foundations for over oming the inferential aspe t of this
Frame Problem, too.
We have axiomati ally introdu ed the on ept of a
onditional a tion, by whi h a robot may ondition
its intended ourse of a tions on the result of a sensing a tion in luded in its plan. Our If - onstru t uses
only atomi onditions and only allows for a single onditionally exe uted a tion. The integration of more
expressive notions, say arbitrarily omplex onditions
and unbounded iteration [Levesque, 1996℄, is onsidered an important dire tion of future resear h. Following [Levesque et al., 1997℄, su h omplex a tions
an be dealt with in two fundamentally di erent ways:
They an be de ned via ma ros or be integrated into
the language. The former approa h, a tually taken
in [Levesque et al., 1997℄, has the drawba k that nonsequential plans (that is, whi h in lude onditional and
loop statements) annot be planned by dedu tion as
they are not part of the language. The latter approa h,
on the other hand, requires omplete rei ation of arbitrary formulas. Inasmu h as rei ation plays an important role in the simple Fluent Cal ulus anyway, it
is this se ond alternative approa h whi h seems most
promising a route to take towards an extension of our
formalism.
Knowledge and sensing a tions were rst investigated
in [Moore, 1985℄ in the ontext of the Situation Calulus [M Carthy, 1963℄, and in [S herl and Levesque,
1993℄ this approa h was ombined with the solution

to the Frame Problem provided by so- alled su essor state axioms [Reiter, 1991℄. The basi idea of this
approa h is to represent state knowledge by a binary
situation-situation relation K (s; s0), meaning that as
far as the robot knows in situation s it ould as well
be in situation s0 . Hen e, every given fa t about any
su h s0 is onsidered possible by the robot. Having
readily available the expli it notion of a state in the
Fluent Cal ulus, our formalization avoids this indire t
en oding of state knowledge, whi h is intuitively less
appealing be ause it seems that a robot should always
know exa tly whi h situation it is in|after all, situations in the Situation Cal ulus are merely sequen es
of a tions that have been or will be taken by the
robot [Levesque et al., 1998℄.
Apart from this lash of intuitions, there is a more
ru ial di eren e between our approa h and that
of [Moore, 1985; S herl and Levesque, 1993℄: The
latter de nes the e e t of a non-sensing a tion a
on the robot's state knowledge via the equivalen e
relation K (Do (a; s); s00)  (9s0 ) (K (s; s0) ^ s00 =
Do (a; s0 )). Hen e, the very same su essor state axioms apply to both the state update (when moving
from s to Do (a; s)) and the knowledge update (when
moving from s0 to s00 = Do (a; s0)). In ontrast,
with independent spe i ations of state and knowledge update, our formalism furnishes a ready approa h
for representing and reasoning about goal a hievability that is possibly restri ted due to limited knowledge of the e e ts of a tions. This separating what
a user knows from what a robot knows distinguishes
our theory from other existing a ounts of sensing a tion and knowledge, too, su h as [Lobo et al., 1997;
Son and Baral, 1998℄, where also non-sensing a tions have identi al e e t on the external and internal
states.
Representing and reasoning about non-knowledge has
previously been realized in the ontext of the Situation Cal ulus [Lakemeyer and Levesque, 1998; Lakemeyer and Levesque, 1999℄. Two approa hes to `only
knowing' have been o ered, one of whi h is by a nonstandard semanti s while the other one is an axiomatization in lassi al logi but with two omplex se ondorder axioms involved. Exploiting the rei ation of
uents and states, knowledge and non-knowledge an
be expressed in our approa h by mere rst-order senten es along with the standard semanti s of lassi al
predi ate logi .
Goal a hievability has been analyzed previously in [Lin
and Levesque, 1997℄, independently of the se ond author's approa h to knowledge and sensing. The result
of the present paper an thus be viewed as a unify-

ing theory for representing and reasoning about knowledge, sensing, and mental ability of a hieving goals.
Our further plans for future work in lude the integration of the formalism for reasoning about a robot's
knowledge into existing extensions of the basi Fluent Cal ulus. A parti ularly interesting ombination
is that of rami ations and knowledge. Just like it
may have only restri ted knowledge of the dire t effe ts of a tions, a robot may la k knowledge of state
onstraints and of indire t e e ts. The solution to the
Rami ation Problem of [Thiels her, 1997℄ is readily
available for a ombination with knowledge update axioms to allow a robot to reason about the indire t effe ts it is aware of.
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